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LEAVES FROM A MANICHAEAN CODEX
(Pl.s VIII–X)
The on-going archaeological excavations at Ismant el-Kharab1 in the Egyptian Dakhleh Oasis, the
ancient village of Kellis in the Mothite nome, have uncovered a remarkable wealth of textual material.
These finds have been announced in various conference papers and excavation reports, and various
pieces have been published in article or monograph form2.
In this article we focus on what we take to be the scant remains of a single papyrus codex of
religious texts written in Greek, and produced by Manichaeans. These fragments were found in the
residential Area A, amongst a great quantity of documentary material (in both Coptic and Greek) and
also other devotional literature, much of which betrays a Manichaean origin. It is not our purpose here
to discuss the general history of the site, or the archaeological context (for which cf. the contribution by
Dr. C. A. Hope, following this article) or the social or religious context of the codex, since such can be
found in the other publications. Rather, we concentrate on the fragments in themselves, the texts, and
such commentary to those as seems relevant. Fragments of these leaves were referred to previously in
the excavation reports appearing in Mediterranean Archaeology 1 (1988) 171 + ill. 15 and in JSSEA 17
(1987) 160, 172 sub A/1/107 + Pl. XIX.a. In particular, R. G. Jenkins has published part of the codex in
a 1995 article3 as ‘Papyrus 1 from Kellis. A Greek Text with Affinities to the Acts of John’. It should be
noted that our own work on this codex has proceeded independently. Still, it is helpful to benefit from
J.’s discussion.
The fragments that can be identified as from this codex are currently glassed in two frames: In A
fragments have been joined to form two separate sections, one (A.I) from the upper and one (A.II) from
the lower part of a leaf. The text in the first of these shows clear affinities with passages in the Acts of
John; and it is this piece that has been published by J.
In B fragments have been joined and arranged to form one major section of an upper leaf (B.I); a
minor section from a lower corner (B.II); and a stray scrap that may belong to the former (B.III). B.I at
least contains the remaining text of (probably one) Manichaean psalm.
1 Directed by Dr. C. A. Hope of Monash University (Melbourne, Australia), under the auspices of the Dakhleh Oasis
Project (A. J. Mills). We are grateful to Dr. Hope for his kind permission to publish these fragments.
2 For excavation reports especially see hereunder the contribution by Dr. Hope, p. 156, fn. 2. For general information on
the excavations and a first publication of a Coptic biblical papyrus (Acts 23: 27-35) cf. also G. Horsley (ed.), New
Documents Illustrating Early Christianity, 3 (1983) 159-162.
Some bibliography on further publications of texts from ancient Kellis may be helpful:
I. Gardner, A Manichaean Liturgical Codex Found at Kellis, Orientalia 62.2 (1993) 30-59 (= T.Kell.Copt. 2 in P.Kell.
II, for which cf. below);
T. de Jong & K.A. Worp, A Greek Horoscope from 373 A.D., ZPE 106 (1995) 235-40 [now P.Kell. I 84];
P.Kell. I Gr. 1-90 = Greek Papyri from Kellis, I, ed. K. A. Worp in collaboration with J. E. G. Whitehorne and R. W.
Daniel (Dakhleh Oasis Project Monograph # 3, Oxford 1995);
P.Kell. II Gr. 91-94 and P.Kell.Copt. 1-9, P.Kell.Syr. 1, P.Kell.Syr./Gr. 1, T.Kell.Copt. 1-7, T.Kell.Syr./Copt. 1-2, =
Kellis Literary Texts, I, ed. I. Gardner (Dakhleh Oasis Project Monograph # 4, Oxford 1996);
P.Kell. III Gr. 95 = The Isocrates codex from Kellis, ed. K. A. Worp & A. Rijksbaron (Dakhleh Oasis Project
Monograph # -, Oxford 1997);
P.Kell. IV Gr. 96 = The Kellis Agricultural Account Book, ed. R. S. Bagnall (Dakhleh Oasis Project Monograph # -,
Oxford 1997);
P.Kell. V Copt. 10-52 = Coptic Documentary Texts, I, ed. A. Alcock, I. Gardner & W.-P. Funk (Dakhleh Oasis Project
Monograph # -, Oxford 199-);
See also R. G. Jenkins, The Prayer of the Emanations in Greek from Kellis, Le Muséon 108.3-4 (1995) 243-263, and
below, fn. 3.
3 in J. N. Bremmer (ed.), The Apocryphal Acts of John, Kampen 1995, 197-216. Hereafter we refer to the author of this
article simply as ‘J’.
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The association of all these pieces as coming from a single papyrus codex is made primarily on the
basis of the hand, but also in conformity with general papyro-/codicological criteria such as dimensions,
structure, etc. Of course, with such fragmentary remains other solutions may be possible. There are no
page or quire numbers, nor any running header. However, we remain convinced that there is a single
scribe at work, and that all the pieces belong to a codex (or possibly codices) of fine and probably
substantial construction4, at least by Kellis standards. As the pieces are currently arranged it is natural to
suppose that they are the remains of two separate codex leaves. However, this is by no means certain.
As explained: the pieces are joined into four sections plus a scrap; and these sections can only be related
according to content (or the relations excluded on codicological grounds). Since the Acts of John
allusions occur only in A.I, it is safest to treat it separately from A.II and all of B (specifically one
should be cautious about supposing any close association between the major pieces A.I and B.I: both the
content and the find sites [see below] are different.). All the passages in B, in so far as this can be
ascertained (B.III especially preserves no real sense in itself), relate to events early in the (Manichaean)
history of conflict between the light and the darkness. We are inclined to identify B.III as a stray
fragment from B.I (cf. the shared find site); and, if B.II indeed (conceptually) belongs to B.I (but cf.
below on the different find sites), to suggest that it could well be from the lower part of the leaf
represented by B.I, III or otherwise from an originally adjacent or at least near leaf. Thus, in terms of
content, the sections fall into three groups: A.I, A.II, B.I-III.
However, the conjectural nature of all this must be noted. There is no secure way to order these
groups in terms of the codex as a whole.
A further point of relevance is the scattered find sites for the fragments. They derive from ‘House
1’, ‘Structure 4’ and ‘House 3’ and were found over a number of excavation seasons. These separate
buildings are all in the same locality at Ismant el-Kharab, Houses 1 and 3 being separated from each
other by House 2 in between and Structure 4 being adjacent to the north of House 1. In this context it
should be remembered that among the documentary papyri from the site now published in P.Kell. I there
is at least one text [No. 3] which is also composed of fragments coming from both House 1 and House
3. We are especially grateful to Dr. Hope for providing us with precise archaeological information about
the find sites for each inventory number (see his contribution below)5. Of course, this is particularly
important and helpful for our determination of the relationships between different sections of the codex.
Some comments must also be made about the contents of the codex from which these fragments are
presumed to derive. It appears that the section we refer to as A.I is not in itself a version of the Acts of
John, but rather it draws upon a textual tradition also accessed (perhaps at a different stage of
development) by the compiler of the known apocryphal work. There is no good reason to suppose that
this source was of Manichaean authorship, although the exact form in which it is found here may have
had some minor Manichaean editing. This essentially agrees with the conclusion of J. [fn. 3], pp. 214-
215, who suggests that the source might be designated El (‘Eucharistic liturgy’). In contrast, the section
B.I is certainly a Manichaean psalm, and cannot predate Mani himself at the earliest; it is most probably
in origin a product of the early community in the latter third century C. E.
It is too extravagant to suppose that these sections had somehow been woven into a single literary
work. Rather, we must be dealing with a compilation of material incorporated into the codex by the
scribe. The Nag Hammadi codices each contain separate works from diverse sources. There are also
examples from the extant Manichaean codices: the Medinet Madi Psalm Book is compiled from groups
4 Compare J. (fn. 3): 197-200.
5 J. (fn. 3) 198 appears to dispute the original records of the finds as kept by the excavation (this is not our own
experience of procedures at the site). Unfortunately, he provides no clear record of the history of each fragment. To be sure,
neither of the present authors were involved in the original arrangement of the material, nor the moving of these pieces from
one glass frame to another.
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and individual psalms with a variety of textual histories6, the ‘Psalms of Thomas’ in particular having a
quite different character to much of the remainder; the Homilies codex is similarly a constructed
volume. Thus, we find no problem in supposing that these present sections could have been incorpo-
rated by the scribe into the same physical production, especially in view of the known association
between the Manichaean community and the so-called Leucian Acts7.
As regards date: on palaeographical grounds the late 3rd to early 4th century C. E. would be
appropriate. The archaeological data, including ceramics and coins, give a predominantly 4th century
context to the find site. The dated Greek documents from Houses 1–3 and Structure 4 span the later part
of the 3rd and the whole of the 4th century (273/4 or 279/280 [P.Kell. I 61] – approx. 389 C. E. [P.Kell.
I 26]). In terms of internal evidence, the use of a textual tradition prior to (or at least independent of) the
compilation of the Acts of John might drive one to an earlier date8; but this is problematic, especially as
the Manichaeans could have continued to circulate such traditions separate from the wider Christian
community. On the other hand, whilst Manichaeism may first have reached Egypt about 260 C. E., it is
hard to imagine it becoming entrenched in Kellis much before the turn of the century. In fact, our
current study of the community there inclines towards dating the production of the extant religious texts
to about the mid fourth century C. E. In sum, we give the codex a notional date of early fourth century
C. E.
Text
(A.) The codex leaf is now broken into two sections, viz.:
Fr. I: H. 11.8 x W. 7.8 cm.  On the ‘Recto’ (writing and fiber direction parallel) the top margin measures 2.3, the LH
margin 1.1 cm. Likewise, on the ‘Verso’ (writing across the fiber direction) the top margin measures 2.3, the RH margin 1.1
cm. On the Verso the distance between l. 17 and l. 18 is 1.3 cm.9 This section (A/3/31) consists of two fragments both
coming from ‘Structure 4’, room 6, level 2.
Fr. II: H. 11 x W. 4.1 cm. Margins: on the front the RH margin is 0.7 cm., the bottom margin 3.6 cm. wide. On the verso
the LH margin is 0.7, the bottom margin 2.9 cm. wide. This section consists of another two fragments: the upper (inv.
A/3/25) comes from ‘Structure 4’, room 2, level 5; the lower (P. 92.12) comes from House 3, room 1, level 1.
For organizational purposes the papyrus was previously referred to as ‘P. Kellis 96’.
J. [cf. fn.3]10 expresses himself in rather ambiguous phrasing (p. 197-198): “I publish ... two of these
fragments which adjoin and derive from one particular codex, reserving for later publication the
fragments relating to at least three other codices ---. I assume that only these two fragments derive from
the codex in question, primarily on codicological grounds (in his footnote 4 he adds: “Such arguments
can of course be problematic, especially when one is not certain which margin where preserved
6 This is made particularly apparent by the discovery of parallels from Kellis, see I. Gardner, Kellis Literary Texts, I
(Oxford 1996), DOP monograph series (above, fn. 2).
7 See, e. g., P. Alfaric, Les écritures manichéennes, I/II, Paris 1918-1919; J.-D. Kaestli, L’utilisation des actes
apocryphes des apôtres dans le manichéisme, in: M. Krause (ed.), Gnosis and Gnosticism (Leiden 1977) 107-116; P. Nagel,
Die apokryphen Apostelakten des 2. und 3. Jahrhunderts in der manichäischen Literatur, in: K.-W. Tröger (ed.), Gnosis und
Neues Testament, Berlin 1973, 149-182. Euodius, De fide contra Manichaeos, presupposes Manichaean knowledge of the
Acts of John; and this becomes apparent in texts such as the ‘Psalms of Herakleides’ (cf., e. g., PsBk2. 189.30 - 191.17).
8 For a discussion of the date of the compilation of the Acta Johannis cf. the edition by E. Junod & J.-D. Kaestli in the
Corpus Christianorum, Ser. Apocryphorum (Turnhout 1983), vol. II, p. 694-700. They state that the basic version was
composed between approx. 150 and 200 C. E., with later additions (Chapt. 94-102, 109) made some time before the end of
the 3rd century.
9 J. (fn. 3) 200-201 calculates that the original width of the fragment was at least ca. 15 cm. Assuming that this is
correct, one can in view of the lack of data on the original height of the codex say only that the original codex may have
belonged to Turner’s Groups 6 [c. 16 B x 28 H], 7 [c. 15B x 25H], 8 [B half H], or 9 [‘Square’] (cf. E. G. Turner, The
Typology of the Early Codex [University of Pennsylvania Press, 1977] 18-22).
10 Apparently he himself made the combination of fragments printed by us below under A I and A II; cf. also above, fn.
5.
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belonged to the gutter side of the page. Palaeographical arguments, though making important
contributions, cannot be expected to allow for the change of hand in a codex. A striking example of
precisely this phenomenon is found in a codex sheet11 from House Three in Area A at Kellis which
displays distinctly different hands on either side of the gutter, both front and back, though this
provisional conclusion may yet be subject to further discussion with the publication of other fragments”.
To the latter he adds in his fn.  5: “It is conceivable that two other adjoining Greek Fragments from
House 3 derive from the same codex, but if so then certainly not from the same leaf and probably not
from the same sheet”. Although we ourselves do not argue that A.II belongs to A.I on the basis of
content, we fail to see either what certainty there is that these adjoining fragments (all written by one
scribe) are not from the same leaf, or what probability there is that they are not from the same sheet. In
contrast, it seems to us that there can be no certainty on codicological grounds that these other fragments
did not belong to the same leaf or sheet.
As shown already by J. [fn. 3] 209, Fragm. Iverso contains a concentration of allusions to Act. Joh.
8412, while in Fragm. Irecto one finds a similar concentration of allusions to Act. Joh. 85,9-10, 106.6-12
and 109.1-3. (cf., however, also below our notes to Irecto ll. 5 (Act. Joh. 114.9), 13 (Act. Joh. 75.6), 14-
15 (Act. Joh. 106.13), 16 (Act. Joh. 112.16) and 21 (Act. Joh. 109.13). For that reason Iverso probably
goes before Irecto, though one should be aware of the fact that the Kellis text is not so sufficiently close
as to presume that it directly follows the sequence of the Act. Joh.
Fragm. A.IVerso:
1 ↓ ]n autvn to julon oÍ ta ful[-
2 ]htv apo tvn svmatvn aù[-
3 ? uloma]ǹiaw sÊnoikow kai apiyeiaw dià[
4 ]  `  ` [pr]ow to mh dojazein to fvw [
5  ]àpostãtv apo ana[-
6 [st  a]p̀o  politeiaw: apol  ̀ [
7    ]vn: aflw koinvneiǹ [
8     apo ]èu`xaristeiaw: apo tr̀o`[-
9 [fhw sarkow    a]po diakoniaw agivǹ [
10    ap]o epimeleiaw autvǹ [
11    ]f̀r`o`sunhw: perif̀[
12    ]o despÒta kai katajivson [
13    ]  ̀ e›n kai en th sh basileia di[
14    ]h agià ek'klhsia: kai en tv ag̀[i
15    ]opvw dvsvsin dojan tv[
16 [yev hmvn,  eiw t]ouw sumpantaw aivnaw  VACAT [
17    ]  VACAT  Amhn: ––––––––––––
   ]  VACAT
18 [ euxaristoumen s]e kur̀i`e` hmv̀[n  I–H– ] X–R–   ` [
This side of fragment A.I contains the following lectional signs (cf. E. G. Turner - P. J. Parsons, Greek Manuscripts of the
Ancient World2, London 1987 [= BICS Suppl. 46], palaeographical index [p. 171 ff.], under ‘diairesis’, ‘dicolon’, ‘diastole’,
‘nomina sacra’, ‘paragraphus’, ‘punctuation’): A dicolon occurs in l. 17, Amhn: and there are high stops in ll. 6 (politeiaw:),
7 (]vn:), 8 (e`u`xaristeaw:), 11 (]f`r`o`sunhw)̀ and 14 ek'klhsia:; aspiration occurs in ll. 1 (oÍ) and 7 (aflw); accentuation is
found in ll. 3 (sÊnoikow), 5 (]a`postãtv), 12 (despÒta), 13 (] `e›n); Finally, there is a diastole in l. 14, ek'klhsia, and in l.




  ` [.
11 Unfortunately, J. does not give any further clue as to what text he is thinking of.
12 We have used the Acta Johannis-edition by E. Junod & J.-D. Kaestli (cf. above, fn. 8).
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In general we think that, as part of the right hand margin (esp. after ll. 1-7) has been preserved and
as the line endings seem to have been written almost strictly vertically below each other, at the end of
each line only little text is lost; if anything at all, presumably not more than 1 letter. For that reason we
do not think that J. is right in restoring ful[lh at the end of line 1. If fullh is the word to be restored,
then it should be printed over ll. 1-2, i. e. ful|[lh.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 ↓ ]n aÈt«n tÚ jÊlon o tå ful[-
2 ]Ætv épÚ t«n svmãtvn aù[-
3 ? uloma]ǹ¤aw sÊnoikow ka‹ épiye¤aw dià[
4 ]  `  ` [pr]Úw tÚ mØ dojãzein tÚ f«w [
5  ]àpostãtv épÚ éna[-
6 [st  é]p̀Ú  polite¤aw: épol  ̀ [
7    ]vn: aÂw koinvne›ǹ [
8     épÚ ] èÈ`xariste¤aw: épo tr̀o`[-
9 [f∞w sarkÚw    é]pÚ diakon¤aw èg¤vǹ [
10    ép]Ú §pimele¤aw aÈt«ǹ [
11    ]f̀r`o`sÊnhw: perif̀[
12    ]o despÒta ka‹ kataj¤vson [
13    ]  ̀e›n ka‹ §n tª sª basile¤& di[
14  t]ª èg¤&̀ §kklhs¤&, ka‹ §n t“ èg̀[i
15    ] ˜pvw d≈svsin dÒjan t“ [
16 [ye“ ≤m«n,  efiw t]oÁw sÊmpantaw afi«naw  VACAT [
17    ]  VACAT  ÉAmÆn: ––––––––––––
18 [ euxaristoumen s]e kur̀i`e` hmv̀[n  I–H– ] X–R–   ` [
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Notes:
1. We do not see any ink trace preceding the n; J. [fn. 3] 201 reads ]n, but in his restoration (p. 206)
he prints ]in. Moreover, we see no high stop following the n (contra J.)
2-3. J. restores au|[tvn.
3. For the word probably to be restored at the start cf. Act. Joh. 84.6, Íloman¤aw sunoike;
immediately thereafter, however, follows épiste¤aw, while the papyrus has kai apiyeiaw.
5. At the start of this line J. prints ]  `postãtƒ, on the assumption that the word to be restored is én-
/§n]ùpostãtƒ; we see only a slightly diagonal stroke belonging to the bottom of a letter standing rather
close to the first vertical hasta of the following p, hence we prefer reading the bottom part of a much
damaged a instead of u (the bottom part of which should be straightly vertical and which should be
standing somewhat more apart from the p).
5-6. One may consider restoring words like ana|[stasevw or ana|[strofhw, cf. Act. Joh. 84.12, 13-
14.
6. For the beginning of this line cf. Act. Joh. 84.13; at line end the papyrus text seems to read at first
sight apoli`[ or apolh`[ (J.: apom[ ), but one cannot exclude the possibility that the correct reading is
apoǹ[ (cf. Act. Joh. 84.15, épÚ nhstei«n).
7. At the start of the line J. restores [m°lleiw, apparently from Act. Joh.84.14.
8-9. J. reads/restores épÚ tro-|[f∞w sarkÒw from Act. Joh. 84.16.
10. Contra J. we see no high stop after epimeleiaw.
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11. J. reads ]  `  ` i`o`sunhw and restores épÚ di]k`a`i`o`sÊnhw; as, however, we see only traces of two
vertical hastae coming down considerably below line level, followed by a much damaged omikron, we
prefer reading sv]f`r`o`sunhw vel sim. (the high stop after the final sigma of -sunhw is unmistakably
there). At line end J. reads at p. 201 peri  ̀[, but perif  ̀[ at p. 207.
12. At the beginning of this line J. reads ]  `r and restores pãt]er; we think that only 1 letter has been
preserved and that this is an omikron. At the same time this line raises a problem, as one may compare a
passage much distanced from Act. Joh. 84.6-14, viz. Act. Joh. 113.22 f.: kÊrie ÉIhsoË --- kataj¤vsÒn
me t∞w s∞w énapaÊsevw ktl.
13. At the start J. restores in the lacuna [≤mçw, followed by a lacuna of undetermined length, then by
filoz]ve›n. We see only a trace of a letter on the LH edge of the fragment as preserved; but we cannot
tell whether this is an omega and for that reason we are doubtful whether the restoration filoz]ve›n is
correct.
13-15. J. restores di[a-]|[nÊein (lacuna) ka‹ §n t]ª èg¤& §kklhs¤& ka‹ §n t“ èg[¤ƒ] | [p(neÊ)mati,
but he does not indicate precisely the basis for these restorations and a restoration of two letters in
èg[¤ƒ] may be just too long (cf. above).
15. J. reads ]  ` opvw, but we fail to see an ink trace before the omikron.
15-16. J. restores t“ [  |   [ye“ ≤m«n, (lacuna) efiw t]oÁw sumpãntaw afivn¤aw (sic! Probably a
misprint for sÊmpantaw afi«naw); of course, instead of ye“ ≤m«n one may also consider restoring, e. g.,
[despÒt˙ ≤m«n.
18. Contra J. we do not think that one should read ≤m«n (fully preserved? But we see no trace of the
final -n). One may restore either I–H– ], I–U–] or I–H– U–]13 rather than [ I–H– ]  ̀  X–R–E–[, i. e. with traces of a letter
still preserved before X–R–-; as the letter following X–R– is incompletely preserved and especially the
papyrus surface containing its middle part is missing, we cannot tell with certainty whether the text
reads X–R–S`–[ or  X–R–E`–[; the vocative form is expected, of course.
Fragm. A.IRecto:
1 → airountew cuxaw: euxar[istoumen soi k–e– I–h–u– oti di]
2 dvw hmin anapauesyai en [soi, euxaristoumen soi tv]
3 xvr¤santi fusin fusevw [thn fyeiromenhn thw svzo]
4 menhw:   euxaristoum[en soi tv ton thn aparaithton]
5 odon dedvkoti hm[in, oti su monow yeow kai nun kai]
6   __ eiw aei:   ofl soi do[uloi euxaristoumen soi, k–e– I–h–u–]
7 x–r–e– tv kexarism[env hmin osa terata, shmeia, osaw]
8 Ûaseiw: didaxaw: kub̀[ernhseiw: anapauseiw: osan diakoni]
9 an: dojan: gnvsin: ò[saw pisteiw:   ± 7: koinvniaw:]
10 xaritaw: dvreaw: èw e[idomen kata touw ofyalmouw]
11 didomenaw Ípo soù [hmin, mh fainomenaw ofyal]
12 moiw toutoiw: mhd̀ a`k`o`a`i`[w tautaiw akouomenaw:]
13 t̀eleiousyv oËn kai ≤ cuxh[          ± 17           ]
14 nv  ̀kousaÄ to gegòno`w` sou mù[sthrion thw oikono-]
15 miaw t¤now enekèn` p`e`p`r`a`[gmateutai o tou oura-]
16 noË fulaj'Ä̀ t¤na a¤non k–e–  ` [    h tina prosforan h]
17 t¤na euxariste¤an klvnteẁ [ton arton touton tou]
18 koinvnhsai tou sou musth̀[riou     ± 13      ]
13 Cf. the discussion of the vocative of the nomen sacrum IHSOUS by A. H. R. E. Paap, Nomina Sacra in the Greek
Papyri of the First Five Centuries A. D., Pap. Lugd. Bat. VIII, p. 93; it is unclear to us why ‘one certainly expects here the
triliteral, not biliteral, nomen sacrum’ [so J., (cf. fn. 3) 202]).
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19 [th] èpeigomenh cuxh epon[omasvmen    ± 7      ]
20 [  ̀  `  ` ]u: all' ± se monon thn aǹ[astasin      ]
21 [  ̀  `  `  ` ]  `  `  ` : s̀u` gar ei monow b̀[
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
16  The letter on the edge of the papyrus does not particularly look like an h (we are not sure what it looks like); if it is an h,
it seems to have been preceded by a high stop.  19 epon: -o- ex -v- corr.  20  The letters se were erroneously omitted by J.
from his diplomatic transcript (p. 204), but see his interpretation (p. 208).
Again, we find a number of lectional signs etc. on the recto of fragment A.I (cf. above, the verso):
Dicolon in ll. 1 cuxaw:, 4 menhw:, 6 aei:; punctuation (high stop) in ll. 8 Ûaseiw: didaxaw: 9 an: dojan: gnvsin: 10
xaritaw: dvreaw: 12 toutoiw: 20 [  `  `  ` ]u:; there are two unusual signs (both apparently marking period end), in ll. 14
nv`kousaÄ and 16 fulaj'Ä`. Accentuation is found in ll. 3 xvr¤santi, 13 oËn, 15 t¤now, 15-16 oura]|noË, 16 t¤na a¤non, 17
t¤na; for aspiration or spiritus lenis cf. ll. 6 ofl, 10 èw, 11 Ípo, 13 ≤, 20 ±. Between ll. 6 and 7 there is a paragraphus. Diairesis






. Finally, corrected letters are found
in ll. 17 euxariste¤an, and 19 e`peigomenh.
1 → airoËntew cuxãw. eÈxar[istoËm°n soi k(Êri)e ÉIh(so)Ë, ˜ti d¤-]
2 dvw ≤m›n énapaÊesyai §n [so¤, eÈxaristoËm°n soi t“]
3 xvr¤santi fÊsin fÊsevw [tØn fyeirom°nhn t∞w svzo-]
4 m°nhw.   eÈxaristoËm[°n soi t“ tØn éparaitÆton]
5 ıdÚn dedvkÒti ≤m[›n, ˜ti sÁ mÒnow yeÚw ka‹ nËn ka‹]
6 efiw ée¤.   ofl so‹ do[Ëloi eÈxaristoËm°n soi, k(Êri)e ÉIh(so)Ë]
7 Xr(ist)°,  t“ kexarism[°nƒ ≤m›n ˜sa t°rata, shme›a, ˜saw]
8 fiãseiw, didaxãw, kub̀[ernÆseiw, énapaÊseiw, ˜san diakon¤-]
9 an, dÒjan, gn«sin ˜̀[saw p¤steiw,   ± 7, koinvn¤aw,]
10 xãritaw, dvr°aw, ìw e[‡domen katå toÁw ÙfyalmoÁw]
11 didom°naw ÍpÚ soË̀ [≤m›n, mØ fainom°naw Ùfyal-]
12 mo›w toÊtoiw, mhd̀É é`k`o`a`›`[w taÊtaiw ékouom°naw.]
13 t̀eleioËsyv oÔn ka‹ ≤ cuxØ [          ± 17           ]
14 nv  ̀kousa tÚ gegònÒ`w` sou mù[stÆrion t∞w ofikono-]
15 m¤aw t¤now ßnekèn` p`e`p`r`a`[gmãteutai ı toË oÈra-]
16 noË fÊlaj. t¤na a‰non k(Êri)e  ` [    µ t¤na prosforån µ]
17 t¤na eÈxariste¤an, kl«nteẁ [tÚn êrton toËton toË]
18 koinvn∞sai toË soË musth[r¤ou     ± 13      ]
19 [tª] §̀peigom°n˙ cuxª §pon[omãsvmen    ± 7      ]
20 [  ̀  `  ` ]u: éll' µ s¢ mÒnon tØn éǹ[ãstasin      ]
21 [  ̀  `  `  ` ]  `  `  ` : s̀Á` går e‰ mÒnow b̀[
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
In the case of this text, too, one may compare a number of parallel passages in the Act. Joh., and J.
gives a listing (p. 209). We think that many of his proposed restorations are convincing enough (for his
arguments cf. pp. 203 ff., 210 ff.). Therefore, we restrict ourselves to the following notes:
5. Cf. also Acta Joh. 114.9.
6. We fail to see why J. restores se after eÈxaristoËm°n,  rather than soi.
13-14. It is interesting to note that the verb teleiÒomai does occur in the Act. Joh., though at quite
some distance from the concentration of parallels found in Act. Joh. 85.9-10, 106.6-12 and 109.1-2, viz.
in Act. Joh. 75.6, where we also find teleioÊsyv. At the start of l. 14 J. reads ]nvekousa and restores
§n oÈra-]| n“ •koËsa. We are not certain that the epsilon is correct and reckon with the possibility that
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we are dealing with a sigma, in which case one might consider restoring gi-]| n≈s`kousa, going with ≤
cuxÆ in 13.
14-15. Cf. also Acta  Joh. 106.13.
16. J. states that ‘the presence here of the word fÊlaj is intriguing as it does not seem to be used as
a terminus technicus by Manichaeans, if the available indexes are any indication. It is however found in
some Gnostic texts as a word borrowed into Coptic from Greek, suggesting that it did enjoy a technical
usage in some circles’; he refers (p. 213 n. 26.) also to Act. Joh. 112.16, ı t«n §pige¤vn fÊlaj ka‹ t«n
Ípoge¤vn fÒbow. The wording ı toË oÈranoË fÊlaj in the papyrus might be a variant phrasing of the
latter, of course. Cf. the occurrence of fÊlaj in Keph. 142.7.
18. Cf. Acta Joh. 106.12.
19-20. J. restores -- §pon[omãsvmen ka‹ dojãzvmen] | [diå ÙnÒmatow uflo]Ë, but the restoration at
the start of line 20 (with space for 3 letters in the lacuna) is much too long; we see, however, no real
solution in (a) keeping [uflo]Ë at the start of l. 20, and (b) removing ka‹ dojãzvmen in l. 19 while
transferring di’ ÙnÒmatow (10 letters) from the start of l. 20 to the end of l. 19, as there is space for only
ca. 7 letters.
20-21. J. reads tØn] | 21 [ıdon, tÚ] ë̀l`a`w`, ktl., but there is not enough space in the lacuna at the start
of l. 21, and the preserved ink traces do not warrant a reading ë`l`a`w`. For l. 21 cf. also Act. Joh. 109.12,
sÁ går e‰, kÊrie, ≤ =¤za t∞w éyanas¤aw, ktl.
Fragm. A.IIVerso: Fragm. A.IIRecto:
1 ↓   `  ̀ s`yeisan cuxh[ 1 → ]kaìp`o`n`  `  ` [
2 allotrioiw: th  ̀[ 2 f]a`rmakon toupo[
3 thn pnigeisan [ 3 ]k̀on kai deiǹon [
4 syeisan en toiw h̀[ 4 p]olemion nòh`m`[a]
5 thn odon auth[ 5 ]v̀n tou s  ̀  `  `  `  `
6 kai lhyarghsaw [ 6 ]vson m̀e`s`o`  `
7 s–on yee hmvn [ 7 ]amvson traces
8 hkonta hmin o[ 8 ]xalepv traces
9 hmaw thw eirhn[hw ? 9 ]mèiton trìs`m`a`
10 xounta prow to  ̀ [ 10 ]  ̀ smou k̀ai ei
11 son prosvpò[n 11 ] traces
12 taì e`[id]vla t[ 12 ]fh: kai   ̀  ` [
13 ka[ta] p̀[a]ntaw xà 13 ]  ̀  fvtison mou
14 tas̀[  ` ] p̀e`ri°le  ̀ [ 14 ]nhsin: agia
15 phn[  ̀ ]etouǹ[ 15 ]ènyumhsin:
16 akolas̀ian dè[ 16 ]n soi hmhn ene
17 nian thw epiỳ[
18 son touw arxoǹ[taw
A.IIVerso 1  Read, e.g., cuxª[, or restore cuxØ[n?  6  lhyarghsaw: -g- looks like -s-.  9  Or eirhn[ikhw vel sim.?  13  Or
read ka[ta] p̀[a]n taw xà[, or ka[ta] p̀[a]n ta sxà[, or ka[ta] p̀[a]nta sxà[?
A.IIRecto 1  Or read kat`i`v`n` / kap`v`n`   2  Separate to from upo[, or tou from po[?  6  Or read a`g`a`y`o`w` for m`e`s`o`?  9  Or read
]mòiton for me`iton?  9-10 Restore, e.g., trisma | [karion vel sim.?  16  Separate en from e-?
(We refrain from producing an accentuated transcript.)
Despite interesting words like pnigeisan (V. 3), lhyarghsaw (V. 6), akolasia (V. 16), f]àrmakon (R.
2), fvtison (R. 13), enyumhsin (R. 15), we have not been able to identify the precise character of the
text preserved on Fr. A.II, though its palaeographical relations with A.I (cf. the identical hands) are
obvious. The dividing stroke (paragraphus) between ll. 6-7 on the Verso might suggest the start of a new
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section, which it is tempting to suppose begins with some kind of invocation or expression of promise.
In general a Gnostic or Manichaean context could be suggested for much of the available Greek
terminology in A.II; and Coptic parallels can be supposed from, e. g., the Manichaean Psalm Book. Still,
the nature of the text is unclear to us. Moreover, this fragment A.II is odd in that the upper part comes
from Structure 4, Room 2, level 5, while the lower part comes from House 3, Room 1, level 1. A glance
at the map of Kellis (cf. below, fig. 1) will show that these find sites are at quite some distance from
each other.
Notes:
Verso 3. pnigeisan < pn¤gv = ‘to choke, to strangle, to stifle, to oppress, to drown’.
4. syeisan: probably part. aor. pass. of a verb on -zv or -(s)v (tel°v, §tel°syhn > telesye›san),
but cf. also forms like §keleÊsyhn > keleusye›san, §gn≈syhn > gnv!ye›san, etc.
7. yee looks like a vocative.
8. hkonta: from a simplex ¥kv, or from a compositum like, e. g., prosÆkv?
Recto 15. For the special meaning of the word §nyÊmhsiw in a Manichaean context cf. below (pp.
154–155) ad text B.IVerso.
(B.) The codex leaf now consists of 3 fragments, viz.
Fr. I: H. 10.8 x B. 13.3 cm. Margins: at the top 2.8, at the LH side 1.8 and at the RH side 1.1 cm. This piece consists of
two sections, an upper (A/1/107) and a lower (A/1/106), both from House 1, manger 3, level 4; there is an additional piece
attached to the left margin, also from A/1/106.
Fr. II: H. 5.2 x B. 9.1 cm. Margins on recto: LH margin 1.1, bottom margin 2.2 cm. Margins on verso: RH margin 1.3,
bottom margin 2.9 cm. This fragment (A/3/24) comes from ‘Structure 4’ room 2, level 2.
Fr. III: H. 1.8 x B. 4 cm. RH margin on recto 1.1 cm., LH margin on verso 1.1 cm. This is a scrap from A/1/106 (House
1, manger 3, level 4).
For organizational purposes this papyrus was previously referred to as ‘P.Kellis 97’.
Fragm. B.IRecto:
1 → [k]oìnv`w` kata tou s̀k`o`t`o`u kai panoplia   ̀  `  `  `  `  `  k`a
2 ta` t`vn exyrvn:  potnìa se to ayanaton enedu
3 sat`o pur paryenow h #mnhth: h̀n`ika v̀f`y`h` kat̀a tou
4 skotoù kai teixow katesth tvn aivnvn tou fv
5 tow kai #sen kata tou skotouw tou enantiòu` [fvt]ow
6 kai eirpusen en autv: [     po]lùu`mnhte se   ̀ [  `  `  ` ]   ̀  `
7 yh to p–n–a–: ≤nika ektayen [ka]ta tou purÚw [  ̀  `  `  `  ` ]  `  `
8 sen te kai errvsen ka  ̀ [   ± 6 ]  ̀m`enouẁ ____ [potni]à
9 `––––s–e en°du to #dvr hnika enemen tv hn  ̀ u`  ` o`  `  `  `
10 nam  ̀  `  ` en[   ± 5  en] t̀v puri kai to pur en tv exyrv
11 [poluumnhte se] àmpisxeto to fvw kata tvn #da
12 [tvn tvn skoteinvn]:  potnia se hmfiesato o zv̀hw` a`hr
13 [kai             ± 10     ]è p–n–a– kai to #dvr kai to fvw kai to
14 [pur kai] eirje kai katedhse touw anti[  ̀  `  `  ` ]  `  `  `
15 [  ± 6    po]lu#mnhte se o agaphtow tvǹ [fvtvn]  ̀  `
16 [  ± 9  tou]w eautou aivnaw kayÛd  ̀ [  `  `  `  `  `  ` ]  `
17 [kai  ± 4 dhmio]urgon prohgagen: pò[tnia se]  ̀
18 [        ± 20          ]  ̀  `  `  kai touẁ [  ± 7 ]  ̀
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
The letter preceding k`a- is -n` or -h.̀   8  Read -] `m`enouw` + horizontal dash prolonged to the right, rather than -e` with
prolonged middle bar.   9  Projecting into LH margin a horizontal dash above line level.   17  The last trace on this line may
belong to the preceding epsilon of se.
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The recto side of fragment B.I contains the following lectional signs (cf. E. G. Turner - P. J. Parsons, Greek Manuscripts of
the Ancient World2, London 1987 [= BICS Suppl. 46], palaeographical index [p. 171 ff.], under ‘diairesis’, ‘dicolon’,
‘nomina sacra’, ‘paragraphus’, ‘punctuation’): Diairesis: in ll. 3, 5, 9, 11, 13, 15 there are instances of #- or -#-, in l. 16 one
finds -Û-. Dicolon is written in ll. 2 exyrvn:, 12 skoteinvn]:, 17 prohgagen: (i. e. all before potnia). A nomen sacrum ocurs






, while there is a paragraphos in the LH margin of l. 9 (but we do not know what its function is;




e)). The horizontal dash in l. 8 after ] `m`enouw`
____ may be only an extension of the horizontal bar of the sigma. It is not a paragraphus. More punctuation (high stop)






: (2x before hnika in ll. 3, 7). Accents are found in ll. 7 purÚw, 9 en°du.
1 → [k]oìn«`w` katå toË s̀k`Ò`t`o`u ka‹ panopl¤a   ̀  `  `  `  `  `  k`a-
2 tå` t`«n §xyr«n:  potn¤̀a, se tÚ éyãnaton §n°du-
3 sat`o pËr, pary°now ≤ ÍmnÆth, ≤̀n`¤ka  ̀f`y`h` kat̀å toË
4 skÒtoù ka‹ te›xow kat°sth t«n afi≈nvn toË fv-
5 tÚw ka‹ sen katå toË skÒtouw toË §nant¤òu` [fvt]Úw
6 ka‹ e·rpusen §n aÈt“: [     po]lùÊ`mnht°, se   ̀ [  `  `  ` ]   ̀  `-
7 yh tÚ pn(eËm)a: ≤n¤ka §ktay¢n [ka]tå toË purÚw [  ̀  `  `  `  ` ]  `  `-
8 s°n te ka‹ ¶rrvsen ka  ̀ [   ± 6 ]  ̀m`°nouẁ ____ [potn¤]à,
9  ̀̀––– se §n°du tÚ Ïdvr ≤n¤ka ¶nemen t“ hn  ̀u`  ` o`  `  `  `-
10 nam  ̀  `  ` en[   ± 5  §n] t̀“ pur‹ ka‹ tÚ pËr §n t“ §xyr“:
11 [poluÊmnht°, se] é̀mp¤sxeto tÚ f«w katå t«n Ídã-
12 [tvn t«n skotein«n]:  potn¤a, se ±mfi°sato ı zv̀∞w` é`Ær
13 [ka‹             ± 10     ]è pn(eËm)a ka‹ tÚ Ïdvr ka‹ tÚ f«w ka‹ tÚ
14 [pËr ka‹] e‰rje ka‹ kat°dhse toÁw énti[  ̀  `  `  ` ]  `  `  `
15 [  ± 6    po]luÊmnht°, se ı égaphtÚw t«ǹ [fvt«n]  ̀  `
16 [  ± 9  toÁ]w •autoË afi«naw kayid  ̀ [  `  `  `  `  `  ` ]  `
17 [ka‹  ± 4 dhmio]urgÚn proÆgagen:  po`[tn¤a se]  ̀
18 [        ± 20          ]  ̀  `  `  ka‹ toÁẁ [  ± 7 ]  ̀
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
“---] jointly against the darkness and [---] (with?) armour against the enemies.
Lady: the deathless fire clothed you, the praised virgin; when it was seen against the darkness. And
a wall for the aeons of light established itself; (5) and rained against the darkness that is the opposite of
light and crawled in there!
Much praised: the wind [clothed] you; when spread against the fire it [---] and made strong [---].
Lady: the water clothed you; when it spread out to the [---] (10) [---] in the fire, and the fire in the
enemy.
[Much praised]: the light covered you against the waters [of darkness].
Lady: the living air enveloped you; [---] wind and the water and the light and the [fire; and] it
confined and fettered the opposite [---].
(15) Much praised: the Beloved of the [Lights ---] you; and he established his own aeons [and]
brought forth [---] creator.
Lady: [--- you; ---] and the [---]”
The alternation (partly restored) potn¤̀a, se --- / poluÊmnht°, se --- in ll. 2, 6, 8-9, 11, 12, 15 and 17
is remarkable and may be considered characteristic for a hymn (see also below, the situation on the
verso of this fragment). For another case of the use of poluÊmnhte in a Manichaean song of praise see
P. Kell. II 92.1-2, 4-5, 9-10, 11-12, 47-48, where the Father is so addressed. We have not made any
attempt to distinguish a metrical pattern in this hymn.
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Notes:
1. Read panopl¤a or panopl¤&?
2-3, 9. It is remarkable that in ll. 2-3 the 3 ps. sg. of the Aor. I. Med. §nedÊsato is used (cf. Fr. B.I
Verso 3), in l. 9 the Aor. 2. Act. §n°du; subject are the elements tÚ pËr, tÚ Ïdvr, object is the potn¤a
(via se).
As we understand it the sense of each strophe of this hymn is that the lady (potn¤a), i. e. the virgin
soul, is successively swathed by the 5 light elements, which are as it were garments. This sense is claear
in ll. 11, émp¤sxeto, and 12, ±mfi°sato. However, the verb used in the previous strophes is §ndÊomai,
(Aor. 2 act. §n°dun) which literally carries the meaning of ‘to put on (of clothes), to enter into’, rather
than ‘to clothe’ or ‘to envelop’. The ambivalence could be explained if we assume that the Greek text is
a translation of a Syriac original, cf. the Syriac lbs which literally means ‘to put on, to clothe oneself’,
but may also mean metaphorically ‘to take possession of, to enter into’14.
4. Mani envisioned a border (e. g. Augustine, c. Epist. Fund. 19 ff.) or wall (e. g. M 98 I v13 = M.
Hutter, Manis kosmogonische Sabuhragan-Texte [Wiesbaden 1992] 13 / H.-J. Klimkeit, Gnosis on the
Silk Road [San Francisco 1993] 226; Psbk2. 6.24) stretching to the east and south (or below) and west
between the kingdom of light and darkness.
10. Or should we read nam  ̀  `  ` §n [t“   ± 5  ]t̀ƒ pur¤?
16. One expects a form kay¤dr`[usen (or the participle kay¤dr`[usaw preceded by a main verb lost
earlier in this line), but the rho is very uncertain.
Fragm. B.IIRecto:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
19 →   ̀ [   ̀ [
20 now ≤m Traces[ now ≤m Traces[
21 hnika en desmoiw   ̀ [ ≤n¤ka §n desmo›w   ̀ [
22 agvnaw emmesv k[ ég«naw §mm°sƒ k[                       §-]
23 geneto tv zvnti t  ̀ [ g°neto t“ z«nti t  ̀ [
24 a  ̀ `` v` ` ` ` `a`nto  ̀ka  ̀ [ a  ` `` v` ` ` ` `a`nto  ̀ka  ̀ [
25   ̀ ` ` ` ` ` ` ` sen  ̀ x`ostous̀  ` ` ` ` [   ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` sen  ̀ x`ostous̀  ` ` ` ` [
Fragm. B.IIIRecto:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
26 → ]  ̀ k`n`e`i`s`e
27 ]  ̀ l-
28 ]  ̀ d
29 ]  Traces
28 The first trace after the lacuna is capped by a horizontal dash.
Fragm. B.IVerso:
1 ↓ [h] k̀ratisth autou dejia: en soi esth kai pantvn #
2 cvm̀[a]t̀vn egeneto sthrigma (M. 2) g: (M. 1) polu#mnhte se -!
3 ≤–– megìs`[t]h̀ ennoia enedusato ≤ to ebdomon kat’ oikei
4 [to] eremǹi`onÄ enya ı yronow autou met’ alhyeiaw esth
5 [   ± 6  ]à pantaw katexei touw kosmouw basileuw
14 We are grateful to our colleagues J. M. Bremer, who brought the problem to our attention, and M. Franzmann, who
helped us with finding an explanation via the Syriac.
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6 [areth]ẁ o #pàrxvǹ k`[at]a pantvn kosmvn: (M. 2) e (M. 1) po
7   ` [  ± 5  a]mpisxet[a]i [h m]èg`isth fronhsiw: ≤ Ûsxura dùna`
8 n`[tai (?)   `  `  k]ataplhk[t  ̀  `  `  `  `  ` ]  ` now: ≤n¤ka polemon hra
9 to prow thn skotinhn #lh[n  ̀ ]  `  kai taw melainaw authw
10 dieskedasen omixlaw: èw a  ̀  `  ` [  `  `  `  ` ]  ` r`[  ` ]  ` u`: kai turànni
11 ka p–n–a–t–a– ep°sxen è kat autou  ̀ [  `  `  `  `  `  `  ` ]  Traces
12 edhs° te kai sunetrice pantaw tò[uw   ± 8   daimo]
13 naẁ k`ai taw erinuaw [?] aw apekuhse   ̀ [   ± 15    ]
14 as[  ̀  `  `  `  `  ` ] kraugaiw sunepathse [ ± 5 ]  ̀ n[  ± 9  ]
15 a[  ̀  `  `  `  `  `  ` ]  ` ırouw kai lajÅ emba[sa  ̀  `  `  ` ]  ` [  ± 9  ]
16   ̀ [  `  `  `  `  `  `  ` ]  `  epikeitai: polu#m̀[nhte se  ± 9 ]
17   ̀ [  `  `  `  `  `  `  ` ]  `  `  ` n ı megaw: ıw ta yem[    ± 15    ]
18 [       ± 8            ]  ̀ vn: kai  ̀  ` [ ± 7]  ̀  ` [  ± 15  ]
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
At the verso side of fragment B.I one finds the following lectional signs (cf. above for the situation on the recto): Dicolon in
ll. 2 g:, 6 kosmvn:, 16 epikeitai: (2x, ll. 2 and 16, before poluumnhte; in line 6-7 there is a textual problem as regards the
restoration to be proposed for the word beginning with po | , see note ad loc.). High stops: ll. 1 dejia:, 7 fronhsiw:, 8 ]  `now:,
10 omixlaw:, ]  ` r`[  ` ]  ` u`:, 17 megaw:; There is a paragraphos: at the start of l. 2, a diastole/apostrophe: 3 kat' oikei, 4 met';
diairesis occurs in ll. 1, 2, 6, 9, 16 offering #- or -#-,  in l. 7 one finds Û.
Aspirations are found in ll. 3 (≤ (2x)), 4 (ı), 7 (≤), 8 (≤n¤ka), 10 (èw), 11 (è), 15 (ırouw), 17 (ı, ıw), acute accents in ll. 8
(≤n¤ka), 11 (ep°sxen), 12 (edhs° te). Furthermore, there is an acute accent (serving as a paragraph marker?) in l. 4 after
eremn`i`on, while in l. 15 laj is followed by what looks like a grave accent (Å); its precise function is, again, unclear; may be
we are dealing with some kind of (paragraph/section?) marker or a (unnecessary) diastole. A nomen sacrum occurs in l. 11,
p–n–a–t–a– .
1 ↓ [ÑH] k̀rat¤sth aÈtoË dejiå: §n so‹ ¶sth ka‹ pãntvn Í-
2 cvm̀[ã]t̀vn §g°neto stÆrigma (M. 2) g: (M. 1) poluÊmnht°, se -!
3 ≤ meg¤̀s`[t]h̀ ¶nnoia §nedÊsato ∂ tÚ ßbdomon katoike›
4 [tÚ] §r°mǹi`on ¶nya ı yrÒnow aÈtoË met’ élhye¤aw ¶sth
5 [   ± 6  ]à pãntaw kat°xei toÁw kÒsmouw basileÁw
6 [éret∞]ẁ ı Ípã̀rxvn k̀[at]å pãntvn kÒsmvn: (M. 2) e (M. 1) po-
7   ` [  ± 5  é]mp¤sxet[a]i [≤ m]èg`¤sth frÒnhsiw: ≤ fisxurå dùna`-
8 n`[tai ?  ̀  `  `  k]ataplhk[t  ̀  `  `  `  `  ` ]  `now: ≤n¤ka pÒlemon ≥ra-
9 to prÚw tØn skotinØn Ïlh[n  ̀ ]  `  ka‹ tåw m°lainaw aÈt∞w
10 diesk°dasen ım¤xlaw: ìw a  ̀  `  ` [  `  `  `  ` ]  ` r`[  ` ]  `u`: ka‹ turànni-
11 kå pn(eÊm)ata §p°sxen ì kat' aÈtoË   ̀ [  `  `  `  `  `  `  ` ]  Traces
12 ¶dhs° te ka‹ sun°trice pãntaw tò[Áw   ± 8   da¤mo-]
13 naẁ k`a‹ tåw ÉErinÊaw [?] ìw épekÊhse   ̀ [   ± 15    ]
14 as[  ̀  `  `  `  `  ` ] krauga›w sunepãthse [ ± 5 ]  ̀ n[  ± 9  ]
15 a[  ̀  `  `  `  `  `  ` ]  ` ˜rouw ka‹ låj §mbç[sa  ̀  `  `  ` ]  ` [  ± 9  ]
16   ̀ [  `  `  `  `  `  `  ` ]  `  §p¤keitai: poluÊm̀[nht°, se  ± 9 ]
17   ̀ [  `  `  `  `  `  `  ` ]  `  `  ` n ı megãw: ˘w tå yem[istå (?)    ± 11  ]
18 [       ± 8            ]  ̀ vn: kai  ̀  ` [ ± 7]  ̀  ` [  ± 15  ]
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
“[---] his most mighty right hand was on you, and became the foundation of all raisings.
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Much praised: the most great thought clothed you, who dwells in the seventh darkness where was
established his throne with truth (5) [---] the King of Honour restrains all the worlds, who prevails over
all the worlds.
Lady: the great insight covered you;  who in strength [---] astonishing [---] when it raised war
against the dark matter [---] and (10) scattered her dark clouds that [---] and stopped the tyrannical
spirits which, against him [---] and bound and utterly destroyed all the [---] demons and the Erinyes that
she produced [---] and trampled with screams [---] (15) [---] and with heels treading on [---] stands.
Much praised: the great [counsel enveloped] you; who [---] the ordinances [---] and [---”
Again, the alternation of potn¤a, se ---/ poluÊmnht°, se ---/ potn¤a, se ---  on the Verso, ll. 2, 6-7
(? see note ad loc.) and 16 is remarkable and this should be compared with the text on Recto, ll. 2, 6, 8,
11, 12, 15, 17. In view of the more frequent number of alternations on the Recto one might expect
another pair of poluÊmnht°, se ---/ potn¤a, se --- to occur on the Verso already somewhere before l. 16,
but there are not too many possibilities.
Notes:
2. We have no clear idea as to what the small ‘g’ stands for; is it a numeral indicating, e. g., a 3rd
strophe (cf. also l. 6 n.)? Likewise, we cannot tell what the meaning of the lectional sign at the end of
this line (printed by us as ‘-!’) is; it looks like some kind of ‘forked paragraphus’ or ‘diple obelismene’
(on which see E. G. Turner - P. J. Parsons, Greek Manuscripts of the Ancient World, 14-15), though
written in inverted form. If this identification is correct, the sign’s function may be identical, i.e.
marking a section of verse or prose.
6. Here, too we have no better suggestion to offer for what the ‘e’ could stand for than ‘a 5th
strophe?’. But if this were correct, one wonders why there was no ‘d’ indicating a 4th strophe (it is
another matter that we actually fail to see where such a strophe should begin).
6-7. At the start of l. 7, a restoration of po- | 7t`[n¤a se é]mp¤sxetai would fit in the available space
and may even be expected, but the word division is irregular and the first letter looks like l rather than
t. On the other hand, there is no space for restoring po | 7l`[uÊmnht°, se], though one could expect that
on the basis of the dicolon preceding po (for the use of the dicolon cf. above, p. 142).
7-8. One might expect a noun like duna- | 8m`[iw, but the first letter looks like a n rather than a m.
8. Cf. LSJ for words beginning in kataplhkt-; restore k]ataplhk[tik- = ‘striking, astonishing’ ?
9. Read skoteinÆn; restore in the middle: Ïlhn t]e ka‹ ktl.?
13. Maybe the supposed lacuna after ÉErinÊaw is not really there.
Fragm. B.IIVerso:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
19 ↓ ]  Traces
20 ]vterv tagmasi pa- ]vterv tãgmasi pa-
21 ]e te kai ejevse panta ]° te ka‹ §j°vse pãnta
22 ]t̀aiw eferon ai antartikai ]t̀aiw ¶feron afl éntartika‹
23 ]t̀h deuterv kataklu- ]t̀h deut°rƒ kataklu-
24 apos]obhsaw sunesthsato épos]Òbhsaw sunestÆsato
Note
22. The unusual word éntartika¤ not otherwise attested in the Greek Manichaean sources, may
well carry a double entendre. Perhaps one might understand the sense as ‘the rebellious (éntartikÒw)
southern (éntarktikÒw) ones (fem.)’. Whilst the kingdom of light stretched eternally to the north, west
and east; the kingdom of darkness was to the south (e. g. M 7981I vi 22 = Hutter, op. cit. p. 45 /
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Klimkeit, op. cit. p. 229; here with reference to the construction of the new aeon). It was from this
direction that Matter (Ïlh) and her children (e. g. PsBk 2. 4.22, 54.17) attacked. They are indeed rebels
(Copt. pl. bezeue e. g. PsBk 2. 1.25, 9.29) who pour forth (PsBk 2. 150.8) from their lairs; and against
whom the First Man must descend in combat (e. g. Keph. 164.28 – 165.1). If this understanding of the
context of the fragment is correct; then logically, in terms of the ‘history’ of the light and darkness, it
must precede B.I.
Fragm. B.IIIVerso:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
25 si  ̀[
26 ta`[
27   ̀[
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Commentary:
The text represented by B.I (and quite possibly also B.II, III) is from a Manichaean psalm. The
structure on recto and verso is the same; and this, together with the sequence of events, persuades us that
it is a single work. It is apparently written in couplets; first the ‘lady’ (potn¤a) is invoked, and then in a
kind of refrain, probably for antiphonal singing, she is ‘much praised’ (poluÊmnhte).
The Manichaean community, beginning with Mani himself, composed an extensive psalmic
literature15 that represents one of their most characteristic liturgical practices. Many hymn-cycles and
individual pieces are known from their ‘eastern’ literature, surviving in languages such as Parthian and
even Chinese. From Egypt the largest known codex of this period is the massive Medinet Madi Psalm
Book in Coptic; the second part of which was edited by Allberry, the earlier sections at present only
being available in facsimile. Unfortunately, there are no clear parallels between the ‘eastern’ and
‘western’ traditions; which seem to have diverged in their development16. Nor do true examples survive
of the presumed primary productions in Aramaic; although there may be allusions and quotes in writers
such as Ephraem and Theodore bar Konai. There are also various ‘scraps’ of so-called Manichaean
Syriac, and some bilingual (with Coptic) exercises, found from Ismant el-Kharab (= ancient Kellis);
these may preserve elements of the earliest tradition.
The Coptic psalms are generally supposed, in large part, to be derived from Aramaic / Syriac
originals; whether or not through the medium of Greek. There may well have also been independent
productions in these later languages17. The study of these questions can now be advanced by the finds
from Ismant el-Kharab. Not only have Coptic Manichaean psalms been discovered, some parallel to
Medinet Madi pieces but evidencing an earlier period in the textual history of the Psalm Book; there are
also, for the first time, Greek examples such as the present piece and P.Kell. II Gr. 92. Interestingly,
P.Kell. V Copt. 19 is a personal letter from Makarios to his son Matheos, wherein he exhorts the boy to
practice (meletãv) his psalms ‘whether in Greek or Egyptian’.
15 See, e. g., C. R. C. Allberry, A Manichaean Psalm-Book, II, Manichaean Mss in the Chester Beatty Collection, II,
Stuttgart 1938 (= PsBk 2); M. Boyce, The Manichaean hymn-cycles in Parthian, Oxford 1954; I. Gardner, Kellis Literary
Texts, I (above, fn. 2); S. Giversen, The Manichaean Coptic Papyri in the Chester Beatty Library, vols. III/IV, Geneva 1988;
H.-J. Klimkeit, Gnosis on the Silk Road, San Francisco 1993; M. Krause, Zum Aufbau des koptisch-manichäischen
Psalmenbuches, in A. van Tongerloo – S. Giversen (edd.), Manichaica Selecta, Louvain 1991, pp. 177-190; M. Lattke,
Hymnus. Materialien zu einer Geschichte der antiken Hymnologie, Göttingen 1991; G. Wurst, Das Bema-Fest der
ägyptischen Manichäer, Altenberge 1995.
16 This point demands further study, especially in view of the discoveries coming from Ismant el-Kharab. P.Kell. 92 (in
I. Gardner, Kellis Literary Texts [above, fn. 2]) shows some affinity with Parthian tradition.
17 For a discussion of these points see Wurst, op. cit. [fn. 14], 61 ff.
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The example found here has no direct parallel in the published literature, although it contains many
familiar themes. It is possible that a Coptic version may be found in the as yet not edited portion of the
Psalm Book. In any case, it is a poetic recounting of well-known events from Manichaean cosmology.
Such themes must have had a catechetical as well as liturgical function.
The pre-history of the universe begins when the darkness (the enemy, matter and her powers) first
espies the light, lusts for it, and attacks. To defend the kingdom of light the Father of Greatness evokes a
first series of gods:
Father > Mother of life > First Man and his ‘five sons’.
The First Man is portrayed as a youthful warrior who descends into the abysses girded with his
‘armour’18 which is his soul or five light elements = five sons. Thus, Augustine recounts how the First
Man descended to war with the race of darkness, armed with his waters against the waters of the enemy,
and so on19; for the five light elements parallel five dark counterparts, the essence of the five kingdoms






These light elements are ‘garments’ and equate to the living soul. In this present Greek psalm it is
the collective and personified soul that is being invoked and praised as ‘lady’; and thus it belongs to an
extensive category of psalms to the living soul, of which there are numerous examples. Of particular
interest is the depiction of the soul as the virgin. This is not the same as the Manichaean god, the Virgin
of Light. There are some good parallels to this; note especially the virgin equipped with the five light
elements against the five dark abysses at PsBk 2. 10.6-1921. She ‘rains’ down upon them and thrusts
herself within them like ‘piercing lightning’.
Thus, the virgin soul puts on the living elemental garments22; and these (l. 3 pËr, l. 7 pneËma, l. 9
Ïdvr, l. 11 f«w, l. 12 zv∞w éÆr; mentioned again, though in slightly different order, in ll. 13-14) are
spread out over and defend her against their dark counterparts. This is the context for the first 14 lines
preserved from the psalm. One further point is of interest: this Greek text preserves p–n–a–23 in the list of
elements where one would expect wind (ll. 7, 13); we have accordingly translated it as such. Whilst
pneËma does of course originally mean «wind» or «breath» one would certainly expect the attested
word ênemow24; in this place and form one would translate pneËma as ‘spirit’. The implications are of
interest to consider. Perhaps this Greek psalm preserves a very early tradition, which was quickly
eradicted due to confusions with the god known as the Living Spirit. Or perhaps it evidences an
independent tradition of translation from the Syriac (where the same duality of meaning is also found).
Certainly the living wind is widely attested and even found in a Kellis Coptic Manichaean psalm25.
In l. 15 the psalm proceeds without break to the second series of emanated gods:
The Beloved of the Lights > the Great Builder > the Living Spirit and his ‘five sons’.
18 This could be the panopl¤a of l. 1 (e. g. Keph. 4, 7+9); or alternatively see PsBk 2. 144.13.
19 Augustine, c. Faust. V, 3.
20 E. g. kephalaion 6.
21 See also Keph. 58.12; and kephalaion 31.
22 For this terminology, see e. g. kephalaion 51; and the references in I. Gardner, The Kephalaia of the Teacher. The
Edited Coptic Manichaean Texts in Translation with Commentary (Leiden 1995) 296.
23 In this place and form one would translate it prima facie as ‘spirit’.
24 See, e.g., the references in S. N. C. Lieu, Manichaeism in Mesopotamia and the Roman East (Leiden 1994) 276.
25 P.Kell. Copt. 1,25.
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These are the gods of creation. The role of the Beloved is somewhat obscure; he is a kind of
custodian of the kingdom, and as the head of the second emanation ‘the ordainer of everything’26 and
worthy of every honour27. He evokes the Great Builder, who is responsible for the construction of the
‘new aeon’; and who in turn calls out the actual demiurge28 or constructor of the cosmos, the Living
Spirit. It is in these terms that the fragmentary section at the end of B.Irecto must be understood.
B.Iverso takes up the narrative at what must be a fairly short distance from the above. Here we can
clearly identify an established tradition concerning the five sons of the Living Spirit; gods who are
responsible from their thrones for actually holding the multi-layered universe of heavens and earths in
place, and for controlling demonic uprisings that occur in their respective spheres of activity. They are
identified with the five intellectual(s) or noetic qualities, both in the macro- and in the micro-cosmos29:
feggokãtoxow30 noËw top/3 highest heavens
(great) King of Honour ¶nnoia throne in 7th firmament
Adamas (of light) frÒnhsiw this earth and sphere
(great) King of Glory §nyÊmhsiw 3 wheels of wind/fire/water
Omophoros (= Atlas) logismÒw supports whole structure
It appears that each half couplet preserved on the verso deals with one of the noetic qualities,
together with the relevant son of the Living Spirit; and in the appropriate descending order. However,
there are a couple of problems or points of interest:
- The first two lines should preserve the end of a strophe dealing with the Custodian of Splendour
(feggokãtoxow). In fact, the context appears to be that of the archetypal ‘right hand’ that the Living
Spirit stretched out, to raise the First Man from the abyss31. Still, since the clause is preceded by a
lenghty lacuna, there is little point in speculation.
- Of more interest, the great thought (meg¤sth ¶nnoia) and King of Honour are placed in the seventh
‘darkness’ (§r°mnion). This must be a textual error, for the placing of their throne in the seventh heaven
or firmament is well attested32.
- The first part of the next couplet concerns the insight (meg¤sth frÒnhsiw, l. 7) and the Light Adamas.
It is difficult to know in which lacuna the god is introduced. Still, his characteristic is strength, and his
role is the hunting down and destruction of various demonic figures33.
With the introduction of the Great Counsel (cf. ı m°gaw in l. 17; perhaps read s`[umboul]e`u`v`n vel
sim. at the start of this line?) the text breaks off; somewhere one would expect the word §nyÊmhsiw, of
course.
26 PsBk 2. 137.59.
27 Keph. 43.33.
28 dhmiourgÒw; see Lieu, op. cit. [fn. 23], 277.
29 E. g. Keph. 91.19-33; and kephalaion 38 generally.
30 Remarkably enough, the Greek word feggokãtoxow is not listed in LSJ, the new LSJ Supplement or in G. W. H.
Lampe, Patristic Dictionary. It is also not to be found in the electronic TLG (or, for that matter, in the old printed TLG). It is,
however, uniformly used (i. e. as a loan word) in the Coptic Manichaica (cf. I. Gardner, op. cit. [fn. 21], p. 298 sub ‘Keeper
of Splendour’) and also found in Greek abjuration formulae; see, e. g., the text and discussion in S. N. C. Lieu, An Early
Byzantine Formula for the Renunciation of Manichaeism, Jahrb. f. Antike u. Christentum 26 (1983) 178, 201-2; the Latin
equivalent is ‘splenditenens’.
31 E. g. Keph. 39.19-24; PsBk 2. 2.5 (and note the sequence of gods through this psalm).
32 E. g. Keph. 80.5; PsBk 2. 2.9-10.
33 E. g. Keph. 136.27-137.4 (note that here he ‘tramples underfoot’ the sea-giant). Note also in this couplet: ‘dark
matter’ as at Keph. 180.23; the erinys occurs at PsBk 2. 84.21 (the plural found here is probably the equivalent to the
‘demons and fiends’ found in the Kephalaia, as at 78.22-23).
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The rest of text B, i. e. parts II and III, is too fragmentary for translation or to be securely placed. It
is possible that B.II and III may belong to the same leaf as B.I (there are no clear divergences in
handwriting to be noticed; both B.I and B.III come from House 1; B.II, however, comes from Structure
4), but the dimensions of the codex are unknown.
In sum, this provisional publication of these ‘Leaves from a Manichaean Codex’ is of value for a
number of discrete paths of research. As regards the Manichaean community at Kellis we note here the
first secure evidence for that religion unearthed in House One. At the same time, the scattered find sites
for the fragments are puzzling, and perhaps such suggest that the leaves had been torn up and scattered
by the wind.
Secondly, the overall purpose of the codex, with its ‘mix’ of texts, can not be provided with a clear
context. The contents suggest some liturgical utility. The Manichaean usage of traditions also accessed
by the redactor of the Acts of John illustrates again the importance of such non-canonical material for
the community (note similarly their partiality to the Gospel of Thomas and so forth); whilst at the same
time the discovery of these prior traditions aids an understanding of the textual history of the apocryphal
work.
Finally, we find here only the second example of a Manichaean psalm in Greek (the other being
P.Kell. II 92). This is important for knowledge of such literature and terminology (especially in regard
to the Coptic and Syriac sources), as well as for the history of the Psalm Book itself. The authors hope
that all such topics of research can be advanced by this publication.
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